Our Mistake

As is our custom, but not our plan, we achieved editorial imperfection in our Autumn 2018 issue. Attentive reader Mark Pulliam identified evidence of our achievement in a recent email:

How ironic, in an issue dominated by articles about “spading” and citechecking, that an article highlighting “the importance of proper citation technique” (cleaned up) would contain a typo. I’m sure I will not be the only reader to point out that “William” is misspelled in the text of page 23 as “Willian.” Here, at least, the “little print” got it right, as footnote 27 abbreviates William with an “M” rather than an “N.”

Not the only reader, but both the first and the most eloquent. Thank you. Ironic indeed. And embarrassing.

Greenish Journals in Good Homes

We are pleased to report that kind-hearted readers have taken in both of the bound volumes of 1890 issues of the Green Bag (first series) that Kevin Greenlee offered in our Autumn 2018 issue. See 22 Green Bag 2d 3. If more classic Bags turn up we will spread the news.

Your Thought, or Another’s

If you are an extravagant subscriber to the Green Bag, there is a chance you recently received a little envelope containing a Supreme Court Sluggers trading card featuring Justice Sandra Day O’Connor, and a pad of pink